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It  was  a positive surprise to me   to hear  that a 
meeting   on Industrial  Mathematics   had been  
organized in Amsterdam  in  1985,  ESMI I, the first 
European Symposium on Mathematics in Industry 
 
I    had just founded  in   Tecnopolis Bari, Italy  an 
international School  dedicated  to  Math  in Industry  
(SASIAM)  based  on the  experience of the Oxford Study 
Groups, and on the  Claremont    Math  Clinic, and     I 
was eager  to know more  about additional  groups, so 
to  learn  more  and    to  be further  supported in the   
Bari initiative, by  additional  authoritative experts. 
 



To my partial  surprise   the  main groups  involved in the meeting  
were   Kaiserslautern (Neunzert) ,  Florence ( Fasano), Linz (Wacker) , 
Oxford (Howison and  McKee). 
 
I learned there  for the  first time of the  European  Erasmus   
programme  for  students and faculty exchange, as   well   reported by   
Stan Ackermans, so that  I immediately   felt committed   to  the 
initiative of establishing  a common     educational  European  
programme on Math  in Industry.   
 
Indeed, since the very first meetings  the   three main objectives of 
ECMI, were  formulated,  all   corresponding to the  goals of SASIAM. 





The   first    ECMI   Brochure  
(Edited  by V. Capasso and   A. Tayler  ) (1994) 



 
 

The major objectives of ECMI have 
been formulated to respond to the 
needs of European industry; they may 
be summarized under three main 
headings: 



           TO  PROMOTE 

THE  USE OF    

MATHEMATHICAL 

MODELS  IN  

INDUSTRY. 

            TO EDUCATE  

“INDUSTRIAL  

MATHEMATICIANS ”  

TO MEET THE  

GROWING DEMAND  

FOR SUCH  EXPERTS. 

              TO OPERATE  

ON AN EUROPEAN 

SCALE. 

THE EUROPEAN CONSORTIUM FOR MATHEMATICS IN INDUTRY 

The major objectives of ECMI may be summarized under three main 

headings: 

A B C 



B. TO EDUCATE INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICIANS 

TO MEET THE GROWING 

DEMAND FOR SUCH EXPERTS 
 

 

 

There is a shortage of industrial mathematicians within 

European industry and they need updating with the 

latest mathematical ideas and techniques. 

 

Teaching centres in various   European countries are 

providing    educational activities for this need, in 

addition to organising a two-year educational 

programme   on Mathematics for Industry designed to 

provide new recruits for industry. 
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The European Master in Industrial 
Mathematics 
 
 
It should be remarked, however, that it is rare for 
mathematics to be used as an independent science for 
the benefit of an industrial company. The common 
situation is, that mathematics is called in to assist with 
the solution of problems that arise from other fields. 
For this reason, a mathematician often has to be a 
member of an interdisciplinary team.  
 



A consequence is that the training of an industrial 
mathematician should contain  
 
• communication techniques,  
     “Communication  skills  affect the image of    
      mathematicians “   (SIAM  News 1986) 
 
• knowledge of other disciplines and experience 

in teamwork.  
 
• A mathematician   in a  project   team   
      has to be able to explain the crucial ideas  
      in non-mathematical terms, contributing to  
      the   reporting  of the team in a similar way. 



                   ALAN     TAYLER 
 
"No single European country is likely to have 

sufficient expertise of mathematical knowledge 

whereas ECMI can provide a comprehensive 

coverage  of mathematical skills 

and their   diverse applications.« 

 

 

[ECMI Brochure, 1994]. 
 

TO OPERATE  ON AN 
EUROPEAN       SCALE. 



1990  



Bari-Tecnopolis 

Oxford 
Eindhoven 

Kaiserslautern 

Linz 



AIMS OF THE PROGRAMME 
The central aim of the programme "Mathematics for Industry" is to 
provide graduates in mathematics and other closely related fields with 
a broad knowledge and with the experience needed to work 
successfully as a mathematician in industry. 
 
 
After the completion of the programme the student should have the 
following   capabilities  (taken out of a longer  list) : 
 
• Proficiency in the formulation of real world situations into 

qualitative or    quantitative mathematical models, and in the use 
and the analysis of   Mathematical models, 

 
• experience of the use of mathematical models in industry and in 

the handling  of mathematical methods for answering practical 
questions and for solving problems from the real world, 
 

•  experience in teamwork and in making a personal contribution to a 
team project, 
 



The students can choose between two lines of study: 

 

 TECHNOMATHEMATICS: covers subjects related to 

      modelling of technical problems as encountered  

      in mechanics, pharmacy, electronics, physics,  

      chemistry, bioengineering, civil engineering,  

      environment, etc. 

 

 ECONOMATHEMATICS: deals with problems like  

        e.g. planning and scheduling, operation  

        analysis, quality control, distribution  

        management, statistics, financial decision  

        processes, data communication, etc. 
 



The ECMI    educational  programmes at each   

centre  typically includes the following 

elements: 

 

•  A mandatory common course work  

 

•  An individual selection of special topics.  

 

•  A master thesis project involving a real 

industrial problem, preferably carried out in 

an interdisciplinary environment involving 

participants from industry. 



 ADDITIONAL  REQUIREMENTS 

 

• Practical training in mathematical modelling, 

organized in regular modelling seminars,  

 

•  Participation in one ECMI international 

     Modelling Week. 

 

• A student exchange programme requiring 

each ECMI student to spend a period 

     at another participating university  
     or do  his master thesis project abroad. 



 

 
MASTER  

in  

Mathematics for Industry 

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 

Special 

courses 
Project 

Preparatory 

Phase 

Bachelor       

Degree 

MASTER 

     Core 

Courses  +   

modelling seminars 

4th year  
and half 



An  example   
of  course outline 
 
From the   ECMI   
Syllabus 



An  example of ECMI 
Industrial  Project Report 

MILAN                    LINZ 



The   ECMI   
Certificate  



ECMI   Milan 
 
1996/1997 



EINDHOVEN 



ECMI  Educational  activities  
At Eindhoven  

A  visit   to the   dam works   
 in the  Netherlands 



THE WACKER PRIZE 



Later     ECMI   had been successful   in   

getting funding for    mobility    within its  

two years  Master  Programme,   up to the  

recent    ECMIMIM,  a  project of curriculum 

development on Math  in Industry, within the  

3+2   “Bologna  Scheme”. 

  

The  way is thus now paved for an official 

recognition of the  ECMI Educational  

Programme  within   Master   Curricula  at   

many  European Universities.  



TODAY !!! 



In 1987  SASIAM  was   successful  in 
obtaining    the first financial  support  for 
an ECMI   activity  via the  COMETT  
Programme  of the  European   Union:   
 
the   First ECMI  Modelling Week 
 
which was   held  at   Bari-Tecnopolis  in 
the  summer of 1988.    
 
 



THE MODELLING WEEK 
 
Students coming from all centres (about 40 per year) are organized in 
interdisciplinary and international teams of 4-5 to respond to a problem posed 
by an instructor who simulates a real industrial delegate. 
 
The scopes are : 
 
•  to simulate an industrial environment 

 
•  working in groups with heterogeneous   background 
 
•  enhance communication skills, with presentation of results orally,  
       and by a written report, prepared at home, in collaboration via internet 
 
•  favor social contacts and knowledge about local habits  
     (including history and  food!) of different regions of Europe. 
 



I will never forget  my  collaborator    Wick, from Kaiserlautern, with 
whom  we designed   the ECMI modeling  week as  a “palestra”  for  
European  cooperation among  young  generations;   
 
we had   in Bari  eight   groups  of  four/five students each, the first  
ECMI  groups,  actively   collaborating  on   solving   “industrial”  
problems   in the style of the Claremont Math Clinic.   
 
The  winning idea  was, and has been successfully  kept    for the last  
24  years, to  establish   international groups  with not two from  a 
same  national  centre, possibly    with different  backgrounds,  
 
so to favour  collaboration as opposed to competition among different 
schools.  
And the  scenario  was  chosen among the best of my own region 
(Apulia),  including  the best  selection of  food and wine.  





THE THE   BARI WEEK    1988   



THE   BARI WEEK 1988  
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PROCEEDINGS 
 
           of  
 
THE BARI WEEK 



1988 Bari, Italy 
 1989 Kaiserslautern, Germany 
 1990 Oxford, Great Britain 
 1991 Eindhoven, Netherlands 
 1992 Linz, Austria 
 1993 Grenoble, France 
 1994 Lyngby, Denmark 
 1995 Glasgow, Great Britain 
 1996 Jyvaskyla, Finland 
 1997 Dresden, Germany 
 1998 Milan, Italy 
 1999 Trondheim, Norway 
 1999 Eindhoven, Netherlands 
 2000 Lund, Sweden 
 2001 Klagenfurt, Österreich 
 2002 Kaiserslautern, Germany 
 

The    first  ECMI   
Modelling weeks  





SOCIAL  LIFE AT THE MILAN 1988  MW  



 

                  ECMI   EDITORIAL  ACTIVITIES  

 

       Two     significant  fall out’s  of ECMI  activities,  currently  managed   by myself 

      with   outstanding international  editors 

 

 The ECMI book series  established from the very beginning   to 

host  proceedings of ECMI activities, such  as the ECMI  

Conferences, the  SIG’s workshops, and  monographs, is    now 

successfully running    as a subseries  of   the international  

Springer  book series on   Mathematics in Industry. 

  

 The  Journal on Mathematics in Industry, has been  initiated by  

ECMI, in collaboration with Springer; its  aims confirm  the  

mission of ECMI  of establishing a   permanent  communication 

channel between advancement of mathematics and industrial 

needs of innovation.  
  

  

. 



THE FIRST  ECMI  BOOK SERIES 
 
 initiated by    
 
          Helmut Neunzert 



EDITORIAL ACTIVITY: 

 

 BOOK SERIES:   MATHEMATICS IN INDUSTRY,  

                              Springer ,  Heidelberg 







 

 Coverage is worldwide, and includes both methods and the computational challenges they entail  

 Initiated by the European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry (ECMI)  
Journal of Mathematics in Industry is a peer-reviewed open access journal published under the brand SpringerOpen. It 

collects worldwide research on mathematical theory and methods applied to problems of modern industry. It brings 

together research on developments in mathematics for industrial applications, including both methods and the 

computational challenges they entail. Here, "industry" is understood as any activity of 
economic and/or social value. As such, "mathematics in industry" concerns 
the field as it actually improves industrial processes and helps to master the 
major challenges presented by cost and ecological issues.  

By publishing high-quality, innovative articles, it serves as an essential resource for academic researchers and 

practitioners alike. At the same time, it provides a common platform for scholars interested in precisely those types of 

mathematics needed in concrete industrial applications, and articles focusing on the interaction of academia and industry 

are preferred. In terms of theory, the journal seeks articles with demonstrable mathematical developments motivated by 

problems of modern industry. With regard to computational aspects, it publishes works introducing new methods and 

algorithms that represent significant improvements on the existing state of the art of modern numerical and simulations 

methods.  

The journal welcomes proposals for special issues on carefully selected topics, reflecting the trends of research and 

development in the broad area of mathematics in industry. Insightful survey articles may also be submitted for publication 

by invitation. 

The journal is initiated and run by the European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry (ECMI) in collaboration with 

Springer, and it is set up as a global journal with a world-wide editorial board, consisting of scientists in industry, 

academia and contract research organisations. The managing editor is Vincenzo Capasso, University of Milano.  

 

Journal     Mathematics for Industry 

          AIMS AND SCOPES   
 



See below for examples of word processor 
and graphics file formats that can be 
accepted for the main manuscript 
document by the online submission system. 
 
 Additional files of any type, such as  
• movies,  
• animations,  
• or original data files, 
  
can also be submitted as part of the 
manuscript. 
 
 



The following word processor file formats are 
acceptable for the main manuscript document: 
 
• Microsoft word (DOC, DOCX) 
 
• Rich text format (RTF) 
 
• Portable document format (PDF) 
 
• TeX/LaTeX  
 
• DeVice Independent format (DVI) 



TOGETHER IS BETTER!!! 


